
LÁNYOS HANDMADE 
WIDE BOHO HEADBAND / MESSY BUN BEANIE / SLOUCHY 

HAT 
 

This is a really neat quick way to make a neck cowl, wide Boho headband, a messy bun beanie, 
or a slouchy hat ... all in one!   

The best fabric to use is one with good stretch to go around your head snugly, but not too tight, 
with good recovery.  I have used brushed poly and also cotton/rayon/polyester with spandex/
Lycra.  This is a good scrap busting project!  

I am giving you TWO sets of  CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS - one for a WIDE BOHO 
HEADBAND and one for a WIDE BOHO HEADBAND/MESSY BUN BEANIE/SLOUCHY 
HAT.  Depending on the fabric used, the headband is 5” to 9” (13 cm x 23 cm) wide and the 
headband/hat is 9 1/2” to 12” (24 cm x 30.5 cm) wide.   

The average women’s head is approximately 22” (55 cm) around.  This pattern works for that 
measurement.  If  you need something bigger or smaller you will have to add to or subtract from 
your 22” (55 cm) side of  the pattern piece.  If  you are using a fabric with a high percentage of  
Spandex (not much stretch), it will be tight and you will have to add to your 22” (55 cm) side of  
the pattern piece. 

TIP:  I held a measured 22” length of  the stretch fabric on my head, prior to cutting, to see if  
the length of  22” was comfortable, not too snug and not to loose.   

I used a “stretch” sewing machine needle, size 14.  If  you have a stretch stitch on your machine, 
use that.  I used a zig zag stitch, holding on to the fabric as I sewed to stretch it slightly.   
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All seam allowances are 1/2” (1 cm).  Always backstitch or tie off  your thread ends. 

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

FOR THE WIDE BOHO HEADBAND - I cut a square 22” by 22” (55 cm x 55 cm), with the 
stretch of  the fabric wrapped around my head. 

FOR THE WIDE BOHO HEADBAND/MESSY BUN BEANIE/SLOUCHY HAT - I cut a 
piece 22” x 24” (55 cm x 61 cm), with the stretch of  the fabric - the 22” (55 cm) side - wrapped 
around my head. 

ASSEMBLY: 

Whether you are making the WIDE BOHO HEADBAND or the WIDE BOHO HEADBAND/
MESSY BUN BEANIE/SLOUCHY HAT, the instructions are the same: 

FOLD your piece in half  along the stretch of  the fabric, the 22” (55 cm) side, RST.  SEW with a 
1/2” (1 cm) seam allowance, with a stretch stitch or a zig zag stitch (holding on to the fabric 
slightly as you sew). 

TURN your tube inside out.  FOLD the top right corner down to the bottom left corner.   
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PIN to secure the this corner while you FOLD the top left corner down to the bottom right 
corner. 

There will be four layers/raw edges showing.  PIN together the middle two layers/raw edges.   

HOLD onto the middle two layers, and PULL the top layer over your fingers and all the other 
layers, turning the headband/hat inside out. 
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This is your hat turned inside out!   

SEW along this bottom edge, sewing only the two layers together, with a 1/2 “ (1 cm) seam 
allowance and a stretch or zig zag stitch.  LEAVE A 2” (5 cm) OPENING for turning your 
headband/hat right side out! 

TURN your headband/hat inside out through the 2” (5 cm) opening you have left.  After 
turning, SEW the 2” (5 cm) opening closed with a stretch stitch or a straight stitch (holding on to 
the fabric slightly as you sew). 
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WIDE BOHO HEADBAND DONE!                    

MESSY BUN BEANIE/SLOUCHY HAT DONE! 

YOU'RE FINISHED!  AND YOU’RE LOOKIN’ GREAT! !  

NOTE:  This is a FREE pattern.  You can download this pattern for personal use. You may not claim 
this pattern as your’s, nor distribute it.  You can share this pattern on your social media if  you give the link 
for my shop lanyoshandmade.com  or on Instagram @nicedressthanksimadeit hashtag 
#lanyoshandmade. 
Do not distribute or sell the pattern itself.  You can sell products made with this pattern, acknowledging 
me.  You cannot use this pattern for large production.  It is for personal use or limited production only. 
Thank you for your interest and support in Lányos Handmade products. 
Linda Maki 
Email:  lanyoshandmade@gmail.com 
Facebook:  https://m.facebook.com/Lányos-Handmade-593709217805431/
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